Tools:
Hammer
Pencil
Level
Tape Measure
Drill
Phillips Screwdriver

1. Mark wall at 12” from door frame and 68” from the floor to wall. This is your center point

2. Use a level to measure 4” to the right and left of your centerpoint. Mark these two locations.

3. Using a phillips screw driver and hammer, pound a hole smaller than the wall anchor. Concrete walls require a hammer drill.

4. Using a hammer pound both wall anchors into each hole.

5. Insert screw into gold wall clip and into each wall anchor.

6. Mount Cue box so that gold clips lock into Cue box back security brackets. Check to make sure unit is level.

7. To find bottom center points for t-screw locations, push tightly against wall. Security bracket will leave indentations in wall.

8. Remove unit from wall and repeat step #3 & #4. Make holes at center of each indentation.

9. Twist each t-screw into wall anchor approximately 75%. T-screws should be horizontal.

10. Place unit back on top gold wall clips and make sure T-screws fit into bottom security brackets.

11. Using security wrench, twist T-screws vertically to lock.